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College ESLG 

Annual Report on Program Learning Outcomes Achievement for the program Management of Real Estate and Infrastructure 
(MA) 

The present report is drawn from the Course Learning Outcomes Self Assesment made by each professor of the course for the 
academic year 2019-2020 and reviews the actual results against the set standards and also reviews the measures, analysis and 
recommendations for further improvement to adopt a quality improvement plan for the achievement of program learning outcomes and 
also for adopting the development plan for learning outcomes. 

STUDY PROGRAM GENERAL LEARNING OUTOMES ACHIEVEMENT 
Learning Measures Standards Actual Results Analysis Recommendation 

I� Outcomes 

Understand Listing of all laws and >=80 % mastery 100 % of students successfully listed The lack of mastery of It is recommended that the professor 
laws, rules administrative directions in the question 90 % of the laws and regulations that understanding which law writes an electronic content that would 
and that regulate the cadastre, regarding the regulate real estate industry but regulates which area of real be published in electronic library which 
regulations of urban planning, listing of laws and knew only 60 % of them regulating estate industry is because the would explain clearly which are the laws 
the real estate construction, and real understanding each area literature in Albanian "E drejta and which area they regulate. It is also 
industry and estate appraisal examined which laws sendore - Prof. Dr. Abdullah recommended that a written assignment 
apply them in by an essay question in regulate which Aliu" contains examples of old is added on the topic "Analysis of real 
practice. the final take home exam area of real Yugoslav laws applicable in estate laws in Kosovo·. 

and knowing which law estate industry. Kosovo and not the most recent 
and regulation regulates laws adopted recently. 
which area of real estate 
industry. 

STUDY PROGRAM GENERAL LEARNING OUTOMES ACHIEVEMENT 
Learning Measures Standards Actual Results Analysis Recommendation 

I� Outcomes 

Learn how to Submission of group >=70 % mastery 50 % of students produced a Poor statistical and research Add further lectures and include 
produce research by drafts to the score qualitative research manuscript. background from the research in curriculum of every course 
publishable course bearer in the undergraduate studies so this is strengthened during the whole 
manuscripts format of publishable especially of those cominq from study cycle. 









the valuation in valuation of specialized in the case income method in valuation of hotels hotels has more steps in assignments one group work and other 
methods in properties assignments and 85 % showed proficiency in valuation although the logic individual assignment in valuation of 
appraising using income valuation of gas stations remains the same. hotels. 
various method 
properties 

The conclusion is that in twelve of assessed program learning outcomes, the analysis shows that 60 % of the twelve learning outcomes 
the actual results is either higher or equal to the set standard. From the analysis part assessed by professors themselves the report 
finds that the students coming from different backgrounds than the technical backgrounds needed for some of the courses face 
problems in achieving the program learning outcomes and also poor statistical research background for the learning outcome of 
producing a publishable paper. In the program learning outcome Understand laws, rules and regulations of the real estate industry and 
apply them in practice after the completion of the Law of Real Estate and Infrastructure course, all students knew the laws by heart but 
did not know, which ones to apply in practice. This is because the main literature reading of Property law from Abdullah Aliu in the 
course of Property Law is an old edition and contains the laws of former Yugoslavia. In the program learning outcome implement 
sustainable facility management during the operation phase of buildings, the analysis shows that students understand the concepts but 
were not able to implement and apply modern FM practices to Kosovo existing buildings. In the program learning outcome Understand 
the valuation methods in appraising various properties, students faced problems in mastering the valuation techniques for specialized 
properties because the specialized properties valuation requires more calculation steps 

Department Head, Prof. Assoc. Dr. Visar Hoxha, 30.10.2020
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